AESTHETIC INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
Preserve Interior Values and Lead Fashion Trends

Chairman’s Message
Welcome to Aesthetic Institute of Design. I hope that you find the
information provided here informative and helpful. At AID, we are
committed to ensure that students receive top-class education while
enjoying the experience. For a complete supportive learning
environment, there is an ideal student-teacher relationship in
conjunction since we believe in close interaction between students,
faculty and administration.
Aesthetic Institute of Design is an institution that is driven by a singleminded ambition to offer best educational and training programs in the field of Interior
Designing and Fashion Designing by constantly innovating, integrating and imparting
skills that are in tune with the industry. AID gives you an edge you need to set apart
yourself from the rest of the crowd to fulfill your dreams. The time you spend at AID
will be your key to a challenging new endeavor that will distinguish you in the industry.
We are thankful to our faculties and staff members for their dedication; to our friends
from the industry for their strong support and also to the supportive parents who are
involved in the whole process. It is only because of their immense love and support that
we have been able to create a niche in the Interior Design and Fashion Design education
sector and constantly making progress to achieve the vision of developing future leaders
in the industry.
Best wishes

Nimchand Sonar
Chairman
Aesthetic Institute of Design
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About us

M

uch water has flown through the river Shivnath since CREATIONS, the interior
designing firm, was formed in 1990 by Interior Designer Shilpi Sonar.

She with her brand CREATIONS has made mark in the field of interior designing since
decades. By her hard work, dedication and multi range of talents, she has now become
the leading interior designer in India.
Since, the formation of Chhattisgarh state, it was felt that the state should have good
educational institution for Interior Designing, Fashion Designing and Apparel
Merchandizing. That’s why AESTHETIC INSTITUTE OF DESIGN (AID), was
established in 2010, as Shilpi Sonar’s dream project and has taken up the challenge to
help the Chhattisgarh State to stand proudly at par with the international cities, in terms
of producing good designers.
AID (Aesthetic Institute of Design) is growing out of the passion and dedication of
design education professionals who want more; by fully preparing design students to
take on active roles in the design industry and helping them to achieve their fullest
potential, both practically and creatively. “We don't just teach design we encourage
each and every student to access and nurture their own natural sense of flair and
creativity. We also teach the technical and practical skills necessary to translate those
design ideas into reality.” - Shilpi Sonar,
So if you are serious about a career in design or if you simply want to learn from the
best – take the next step now and design your future with Aesthetic Institute of Design 2
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Why Chose AID
-

Strong Management team comprising of successful professionals
from the industry

-

Placement assistance with leading brands in the industry

-

Faculty led design projects that give students an opportunity to
enhance their creative aptitude as well as work in sync with
industry requirement

-

Faculty with rich experience in the desired field

-

Excellent state-of-art infrastructure

-

Hi-tech campus with WiFi facility
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Courses we
offer

FASHION DESIGNING
•

One Year Professional Diploma in Fashion Designing

•

Two Years Advanced Diploma in Fashion Designing

INTERIOR DESIGNING
•

One Year Professional Diploma in Interior Designing

•

Two Years Advanced Diploma in Interior Designing

ELIGIBILITY
•

Age –above 16 years

•

Qualification - 12th passed
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For a course to be truly effective and produce valuable results, it
needs to be more than just a collection of manuals and
assignments. What sets us apart from other training organizations
is that numerous subject experts and training professionals
carefully design every aspect of our teaching materials and
student support systems to ensure maximum learning potential.
Students on our courses consistently achieve unparalleled
results and the real benefits of our courses are more apparent
on completion, but here is an overview of what you can expect to
receive on enrolment…
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Salient
features

Professional Fashion designers, Architects and
interior designers
Guest lectures from leading designers from India
Regular site visits
Educational seminars
Educational tours
Carpentry workshop
Well equipped library
Personality development sessions by
Mr. Pallab Bose, leading corporate trainer
Computer aided design
Modern teaching techniques
Personality development sessions by leading
trainers of India
Finishing and grooming sessions by leading
models and trainers of India
Design showcase to exhibit student’s design
work
Embroidery workshop
Famous model Ms. Manasvi Mamgai
interacting with the students

Model making session

Embroidery workshop
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FASHION DESIGNING
A Profession in Fashion Designing has recently emerged as one of the most
sought out careers amongst students. Fashion Designers have their own creative
style of dressing and believe in setting trends
rather than following trends by others.
A career in Fashion Designing not only
involves meeting glamorous people and
interacting with rich and famous but also
gives an impetus to the creative flair of the
people who possess a sense of style. If you
are looking for a practice oriented,
continuously relevant, rigorous learning
experience,
then fashion
designing is
probably just
right for you. When you are interested in pursuing
a career in fashion design, you should explore
what some of the principles of fashion design are,
before you can truly understand the depth of this
occupation. And in our institute the faculties with
the principles of fashion design mastered, you may
be on your way to creating designs that surpass
even the brilliant minds of Calvin Klein, Armani,
Ralph Lauren, Versace, as well as Dolce &
Gabbana.
If colors textures
and images turn you on, then fashion designing is the
right for your career for you to just pick up that
drawing board and we will let your imagination flow.
Our institute helps you learning in the way that you
will easily catch up things and will be more accurate
than ever. As we can see that importance in field of
fashion has been highly appreciated now a days in
India. So our Institute brings the great opportunity
for the students to let them know how to compete in the fashion world. Our institute
is linked with many international companies which help students for choosing them
in campus to fulfill the placements right after the completion of course, our institute
will “TURN YOUR PASSION INTO PROFFESSION
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ONE YEAR PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN
• Sketching & illustration
• Design idea & fashion coordination
• Basic design & color theory
• Drafting & pattern layout
• Style reading & pattern making
• Garment construction
• Embroidery
• History of fashion
• Projects& market survey
• Workshop seminars
• Range development
• Fashion management
• Production management
• Draping
• Fashion forecasting
• Portfolio management
• Apparel merchandizing

Course
outline

TWO YEARS ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN
• Sketching
• Design idea
• Basic design & color theory
• Textile science & technology
• Embroidery
• Projects& market survey
• Range development
• Fashion management
• Production management
• Fashion forecasting
• Portfolio management
• Apparel merchandizing

Fashion coordinator
Design coordinator
Fashion designer
Fashion stylist
Fashion consultant
Fashion choreographer
Pattern assistant
Illustrator
Fashion faculty
Boutique business
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Career
options

INTERIOR DESIGNING
The Diploma course in Interior Design & Decoration is an in-depth course
that covers the fundamentals of interior design and decoration - preparing you for a
career in the industry. Any consultant working with interior spaces must have the
skill and ability to select appropriate color and style details, as this is the only way to
create interior schemes that are visually attractive and coherent. To do this effectively,
you need to have a thorough understanding of the elements of style and design, so
that you can successfully deconstruct and reconstruct any style effectively, making
changes and adaptations to create the
individual preferences of your client.
Developing these skills play a
significant part in this course, however
the program goes beyond mere interior
d e c o r a t io n; t e a ch i ng yo u t h e
fundamentals of professional interior
design by planning interior layouts,
designing soft-furnishings and lighting
schemes, and learning how to
communicate your ideas professionally
to both clients and contractors. There is
a high percentage of people who are hiring interior designers for designing and
renovations projects. The majority of the clients prefer to work with their existing
structure and use surface finishes and furnishings to create a style that is visually
pleasing, coherent, and reflection of
their own personality. With so much
choice available to us it’s easy for the
untrained person to make expensive
mistakes and that is why so many
clients will seek the services of a
professional consultant, so they can
get it right first time! If this is the area
you are interested in then the high
standard of skills and knowledge you
will attain with this course will
undoubtedly give you a strong
competitive edge in the residential and commercial interior design industry. On
successful completion of this course you will be able to provide clients with design
solutions that are as practical as they are visually pleasing, and you will have sufficient skills and knowledge to implement your changes successfully. The following
will give you a broad overview of what you will learn…
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ONE YEAR PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA IN INTERIOR DESIGN
• Drafting
• Graphic presentation
• Furniture design
• Building construction
• History of architecture
• Interior design
• Estimation
• Display design
• Design projects
• Materials and finishes
• Market surveys
• Auto CAD

Course
outline

TWO YEARS ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN INTERIOR DESIGN
• Interior design studio
• Advanced graphic presentation
• Furniture design
• Advanced building construction
• History of architecture
• Display design & visual merchandizing
• Estimation & costing
• Design projects
• Materials and finishes

Interior designer
Furniture designer
Exhibition designer
Project consultant
Landscape designer
Display artist
Design consultant
Home furnishing
designer
Design faculty
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Career
options

AESTHETIC FIESTA - 2011

13

CHROMA-2012
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15

16

17

Media acclaim
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Admission to the eligible candidate will be made on the basis of personal interview and/or admission test. Few seats are
available for direct admission each year for deserving candidates. Candidates should apply well in advance for direct admission along with first instalment of fee by demand draft.

Admission
criteria

HOW TO APPLY

Candidate seeking admission in Aesthetic Institute of Design are required to fill the
prescribed form enclosed with the prospectus priced at Rs. 600/- may be obtained
from Aesthetic Institute of Design, Plot no. B1, Sector 1, Avanti Vhar Raipur
492007 from 9 AM to 6 PM on all working days. The students residing outside
Raipur may obtain prospectus on payment of Rs. 750/- through courier either by
sending postal order or demand draft in favour of Aesthetic Institute of Design,
Raipur.
The application form affixed in the prospectus duly filled in and accompanied by the
following:
Two attested copies of mark sheets of all examination passed.
Attested character certificate issued by the head of institute last attended.
Six passport size photographs.
Two attested copies of the date of birth certificate.
Two self addressed envelopes with Rs. 250/- pay order.
Photocopy of identification proof of student & parents.
Admission form will be filled and completely by the student with all the required
details.
Proper signatures & thumb impression will be given by the student father/
mother /husband on the admission form.
Photocopy of visiting card of the father/mother/husband.
Should be sent to:

Aesthetic Institute of Design,

Plot no.: B1, Sector - 1, Avanti Vihar, Raipur - 492007 , Chhattisgarh

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
As on the date of application a candidate must possess the following qualifications
for admission:
For Full Time General Courses :
Candidate must have completed 16 years of age and & passed (10+2)
or its equivalent examination from a recognised board.
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EXAMINATION
The final Examinations of January/July session are held in December/June. and the
results are announced in April/January.
For January session, Examinations are held in the month of December. For July
Session, examinations are held in the month of June.
The governing council of the Aesthetic Institute has the Right to decide eligibility of
a candidate to appear at the final examination.
The students are advised that annual Examination results depend upon their
Monthly report of class.
Participation/Semester Examination/Portfolio Submission/
Projects Undertaken and Participation in Fashion shows.
1. Student should have 75% of attendance.
2. 90% work should be completed for portfolio list.
3. Clearance slips to be signed by all subject teachers, class teacher &
Fee clearance from admin. Dept & head of the department.
4. Video bio-data to be submitted.
5. Irrespective of any reason FD students have to participate in
Annual fashion show and submit a full range for fashion show.
6. All the assignments to be submitted to your faculty one month
before examination.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM
Who have to reappear in the supplementary examination, those
Students should get their names registered along with
Supplementary fees of Rs. 1800/- per paper and Rs. 3,000/- for
Port folio Viva for Annual exams and for mid-term exam Rs. 1000/Per paper.

DISCIPLINE
Aesthetic Institute maintains strict discipline during working hours and
following requirements are enforced:
1. It is mandatory to maintain minimum 75% attendance for appearing in final
Examinations. Students are advised not to miss/bunk theory/ practical classes.
2. Misconduct in the shape of disobedience with the Authorities/faculty members
will not be tolerated. The non-observation of proper discipline may lead the students
to suspension or expulsion from the Institute.
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It is mandatory on the part of students pursuing two/three year courses in fashion/
textile designing to design and prepare a specified range comprising of 8/10 garments at which their performance will be adversely affected.
LIBRARY FACILITIES
The Institute maintains a library well equipped with the Reference books and research journals. The library facility is available to the students on request. Aesthetic Institute has also a Resource Centre in Library. The facilities of resource is
available to Students on nominal payment.
CHANGE OF COURSE
Change of course is generally not allowed, However Under exceptional circumstance if a student wishes to Change course that it can be possible within the first
15 Days of joining the institute on fine of Rs. 5000/- after that no applications will
be accepted for the same.
CLOSURE OF COURSE
The Executive committee of the Institute can use its Discretion for discounting a
particular course if the Number of students in that course in less then 15. The
students affected will be given option to change to another course or get refund of
the fee paid by them.
OUTSTATION TRIPS
Outstation trips to various destinations are organised during the year. Students are
advised to participate in such activities for personality development.
HOSTEL
The Institute does not provide any Hostel facilities to its students.
DAMAGE
A heavy fine will be charged from students if property, furniture or any other material is damaged and it may even lead to their expulsion from the Institute.
EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE /PLACEMENT
Aesthetic institute of Design will assist its diploma holders, in placement as Fashion Coordinators, Production Managers, Pattern Cutters, Clothing technologists,
Designers, Artists, Fashion Merchandisers and Managers in Garment/textile, Interiors and related industries in India and abroad. Aesthetic Institute has close links
in India with garment manufacturers and exporters.
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CONSULTANCY FOR STUDENTS
The Institute provides special consultancy service for its Students to establish a factory, an Export house, boutique Or a shop in Raipur or elsewhere. The Institute
maintains a separate cell for people from Industries who wish to consult the Institute for their problems. The consultancy from foreign Expert may also be provided
on nominal charges for worldwide operations.
FASHION SHOWS
The Institute very often organises mega fashion show participated by top models of
India to help students of Aesthetic Institute to show their skills and step in the professional world of fashion. a nominal participation fee is charged from the students
for their mandatory participation in such shows.
FEE
It is advisable to make the onetime payment of the fee but in some cases students
can’t afford to make the onetime payment of whole the fees amount. For that we
have a instalment plan for the students to make the payment. But by making the
payment on instalment it is found students don’t make the fees payment on time so
it is requested to submit the fees by the students on time according to the instalments which will be mentioned in the first admission receipt to avoid the late fees
fine and also try to make the balance of the payment of the fees through PDC’S.
On making the balance payment through PDC’S students will be given 5% discount
on the actual fees.
Fees clearance is mandatory for the students to sit in the examination.
FEE CONCESSION
Specific cases of economically weaker students may be considered for fee concession. Details can be obtained from the Institute.
FEE REFUND
The fee is non-transferable and non-refundable. Fee once paid will not be refunded
except in cases where it is proposed not to start a particular course during an academic year for which the fee has been paid.
Before paying the fee, the candidates and guardians are advised to take prior note
of their future transfer, marriages or any other commitments owing to which they
may like to opt for refund of fee as any such request will not be entertained after-
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ADDISIONAL FEE
A nominal fee is charged as stationery fee, annual fashion show participation fee and
examination fee.

DIPLOMA ISSUANCE
Diploma will be issued after the 5 months of the final examination.
Diploma & Mark sheet will be issued by the Institute only on second Saturday of
every month.
The diploma issuance Changes are Rs. 500.
.

----------------------------Signature of Applicant

--------------------------------------------------Signature of Guardian/ Father/ Mother
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APPLICATION FORM FOR ADMISSION TO
AESTHETIC INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
Registration No.
Date of admission
(Photocopied form will not be excepted)
(Form should be filled in BLOCK letters)
Date of issue________________________ Filled form to be submitted by____________________
Form validity_______________________________ to___________________________________
Name : ______________________________________________________
Date of Birth : ________________________________________________
Affix your recent
photograph
Age :________________________________________________________
(not older then 3
Gender :_____________________________________________________
months) here
Marital status :________________________________________________
Contact no.:__________________________________________________
Email id:_____________________________________________________
Father’s/husband’s/Guardian’s name:_________________________________________________
Contact no.:_____________________________ Email id:________________________________
Profession :_____________________________ Designation :_____________________________
Mailing address :________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Permanent address :_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

COURSE APPLIED FOR
One Year Professional Diploma in Fashion Design
Two Years Advanced Diploma in Fashion Design
One Year Professional Diploma in Interior Design
Two Years Advanced Diploma in Interior Design
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SHIFT
Morning
Noon
Evening

CENTER

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION
Examination
Year
Name of the Board/ university
passed

Aggregate
Subjects
percentage of
marks/ grade

10th
12th
Graduation
Post graduation
Other technical
qualification

I here by declare that I am applying for the above mentioned course in Aesthetic Institute
of Design and the information stated above is correct. I have read the prospectus of the Institute as
well as the admission requirements. I agree to abide by the rules and regulations given therein. I
further declare that I shall submit myself to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the authorities of AID.
I understand that the fee once paid to the institute will not be refunded under any circumstances.

Parent’s / Guardian's Signature

Applicant’s Signature

Name of parent / guardian: ___________________________
Relation with applicant: _____________________________
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Date:___________________

AESTHETIC INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
ADMISSIONS
Center : _____________________________________________________
Session : ____________________________________________________
Name :______________________________________________________
Registration no. :______________________________________________

Affix your recent
photograph
(not older then 3
months) here

Course :_____________________________________________________
Shift :_______________________________________________________
Father’s/husband’s/Guardian’s name:________________________________________________
Profession :_____________________________ Designation :_____________________________
Mailing address :________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Contact no. in case of any emergency :________________________________________________
Mobile no.:______________________________________________________________________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Center : ________________________________________________________________________
Session : _______________________________________________________________________
Registration no. :_________________________________________________________________
Course :_________________________________ Duration Date___________________________
Fee receipt no. :___________________________ Amount Rs._____________________________
Admission date:__________________________________________________________________
Installment details:________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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